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Saft Li-ion Batteries Selected to Power Hawkei Military Tactical Vehicles 
Li-ion Batteries Facilitate Next-Generation Defense Vehicles   

 
COCKEYSVILLE, MD., February 18, 2015 — Saft, the world’s leading designer and manufacturer of advanced 
technology batteries for industry, was selected by Thales Australia to deliver Li-ion battery systems that have the 
potential to power up to 1,300 Hawkei military tactical vehicles. The order signals the growing adoption of Li-ion 
technology for use in high-power military vehicle applications.   

Saft will begin deliveries of advanced Li-ion batteries for use in prototype vehicles in the first quarter of 2015 and, 
upon success, will extend to a follow-on contract for further vehicles early in the third quarter of 2015.  

The Hawkei represents the next-generation in protected mobility for defense forces that are challenged by 
Improvised Explosive Devices, mines or small arms ambushes. It is highly mobile, armed and light. The helicopter-
deployable unit fulfills a number of operational roles and takes advantage of its small size to move stealthily, remain 
hidden and provide levels of coverage and safety critical to military use. It is equipped with weapons and systems 
that provide unparalleled situational awareness and lethality for a vehicle of this size and weight. 

The Saft Li-ion battery system features an advanced, lightweight design within the dimensions of a traditional lead-
acid battery, enabling easy integration into the vehicle. The system will power starting, lights, ignition and silent 
watch capabilities for the Hawkei vehicle. Saft’s long-life solution meets mission objectives to achieve higher, more 
compact power and energy efficiency; enabling fewer battery replacements and reducing lifecycle costs.  

The Hawkei program allows Saft to further demonstrate the capabilities of our Li-ion battery system for military 
ground vehicles, already in use by the world’s top forces.  

“The Hawkei project signals the growing use of Li-ion technologies to power military and defense applications 
throughout the world,” said Thomas Alcide, President of Saft America, Inc. and General Manager of Saft’s Specialty 
Battery Group. “Saft’s longevity and system design expertise uniquely positions our company to partner in the 
development of next-generation technologies and applications, and we are honored to be part of this program.”   
 
 
About Saft 
Saft (Euronext: Saft) is a world leading designer and manufacturer of advanced technology batteries for industry. The Group is the 
world’s leading manufacturer of nickel batteries and primary lithium batteries for the industrial infrastructure and processes, 
transportation, civil and military electronics’ markets. Saft is the world leader in space and defence batteries with its Li-ion 
technologies which are also deployed in the energy storage, transportation and telecommunication network markets. More than 
3,800 employees in 18 countries, 14 manufacturing sites and an extensive sales network all contribute to accelerating the Group’s 
growth for the future. 
Saft batteries. Designed for industry. www.saftbatteries.com  
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